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1. Introduction. In this note we shall prove a theorem on homo-

topically equivalent manifolds of odd dimension. The theorem is sim-

ilar to one of Novikov's theorems [6, Theorem 2]. We kill the excess

homotopy subgroup of middle dimension of the manifold considered

below by removing a handle body.

2. Preliminaries. Manifolds considered here are compact, oriented,

connected and differentiable. A homotopy sphere is a closed manifold

which is of the same homotopy type as a sphere. If we are given dis-

joint differentiable imbeddings $,-: dDfXD*—>dD2k, the boundary of

D2k, where D2k is a 2&-cell and Dk is a ¿-cell, then a handle body con-

sidered here is a manifold obtained from £>2*WU*=1 D*XD\, by

identifying dDiXDi with its image in dD2k, with corners smoothed.

Theorem. Let M\k~l and Aff*-1 be two simply connected, homtopi-

cally equivalent manifolds with & = 3, satisfying the following hypotheses:

(i) There is a simply connected manifold N2k with boundary dN

= Af|*_1W( —Afi*-1) and the relative homotopy groups.

Uq(N, Mi) = 0      for q = 1, 2, 3, ••-,(* - 1).

(ii) There is a continuous map g:iV2*—»Mf*_1 such that g\ Afft_! is

the identity and g\ Mj*-1 is the homotopy equivalence f: Mi—>M2.

Then there exists a homotopy sphere 2 which bounds a handle body such

that M?*-1 is diffeomorphic to Mfi_1 #2, where # stands for connected

sum.

Proof. Let us consider the following maps:

,,2*-l   Î2        2*   g    ,,2*-l
M 2     -*N   -*M2    ,

where i2 is the inclusion map and g is given by the hypotheses. Since

g o Î2 is the identity, g induces inverse maps in the homology and

homotopy sequences. Therefore we have the following splitting exact

sequences.
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iii
--» 1L(M2)-► Jli(N)-> Ui(N, M0-> • • •

N       /

St

-► Hi(M2) —^-> Hi(N)-> Hi(N, M2)-> ■ ■ ■

^       /
g*
*

■ ■ ■ <-#'(M2) <   H     W(N) <-H'(N, M2) <-■-•

g*

Since the composition g o ¿i is equal to/, that is,

h       g
Mi-^N-^Mi

N        /
/'

and fo f'~idnft,f of~idMl we have the identity = (/' o/)* = (/' o g o ¿0*
= (/' o g)* o ii*. The corresponding exact sequences of (A'', Mi) also

split. By the relative Hurewicz theorem, the first nonvanishing rela-

tive homology group is isomorphic to the homotopy group, that is,

Ilk(N, Mi)^Hk(N, Mi). By the relative Poincaré duality and the

universal coefficient theorem, this group is free abelian, that is,

Hk(N, Mi) S H\N, Mi) S Uom(Hk(N, Mi), Z).

It is of finite rank r, because of compactness. Now we may identify

Hk(N, Mi) with Hk(N, Mi) and consider the intersection pairing:

Hk(N, Mi) ®Hk(N, Mi)—>Z. The quadratic form of this pairing has a

unimodular matrix of coefficients [5]. By virtue of the Hurewicz

theorem and the splitting homotopy exact sequences we can regard

Hk(N, Mi) as a direct summand of Uk(N). We realize a set of gener-

ators of Hk(N, Mi) by imbedded spheres 5f [4, p. 50]. We can assume

that these spheres intersect each other transversally and only at iso-

lated points. To construct a handle body from these spheres we pro-

ceed as follows:

(1) For each sphere 5f, we construct in Sf a path 7,- such that it

passes through the points of intersection once and only once. For

example, we can order the points pi, p2, ■ • ■ , pt, in S\. Draw a path

starting with pi to p2 without crossing other points, p2 to pz, etc.

finally to pt. The path is constructed to be nonself-intersecting and

not closed. In N, y¿ may intersect y¡, i¿¿j. We call the union of these

paths K1. We have therefore a 1-complex K1 in N.

(2) Let Ui be a cell neighborhood of 7, in 5f. We can choose £/,■

suitably such that if i^j then  (Si-Ui)f~\(Sj-U1) = 0. We can
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choose a 2¿-cell VK which is a neighborhood of (Si— LQ in N such

that if Í9¿j, then Vf\Vi = 0.
(3) It is easy to see that N— (FiWF2U • • • \JVT) is simply con-

nected. Recall that N is simply connected and there are only finite

number of Vs.

(4) By a lemma of Penrose-Whitehead-Zeeman [7, Lemma 2.7],

there exists a 2&-cell E containing the 1-complex A1. Recall that K

is the union of {7,}. This cell is in N-(ViKJV2yj ■ ■ ■ \JVr). Take

a small neighborhood of each imbedded sphere. These neighborhoods

together with the 2&-cell E form a handle body. We may smooth

some combinatorial elements by a theorem of [2].

We have thus realized a handle body in N. The intersection pairing

has a property that the quadratic form of the pairing has a unimodu-

lar matrix of coefficients. By a lemma of Wall [9, p. 169] the bound-

ary of the handle body is a homotopy sphere. We remove the interior

of the handle body and a solid tube connecting the handle body and

M2. As a result we have a new manifold N' with dN' = — AfiWM2 # 2,

where 2 is the homotopy sphere bounding the handle body. We claim

that Mi and Af2 # 2 are Ä-cobordant. It is sufficient to show the fol-

lowing:

(1) Mi, Mt and N' are simply connected. We have only to show

that N' is simply connected. Let Xx be N' and X2 be the handle body

and the solid tube, then XiC\X2 is a part of the homotopy sphere and

a cylinder (in fact AiP\A2 is contractible), and AiWX2 = N. Applying

a theorem of van Kampen [3] to X1VJX2 we see that N' is simply

connected.

(2) To show that Mi and M2 # 2 are deformation retracts on N',

it is sufficient to show that the inclusion map induces an isomorphism

in homology, that is, to show that Hq(N', M2 #2; Z) =0 for all q.

First let us examine the following Mayer-Vietoris sequence:

-► Hi(Xi r\ X2) -» Hj(X2) © Hj(Xi) -> Hj(Xi \J Xi) -* • • •.

Note that AiHA2 is contractible. Therefore X is an isomorphism. We

have

Hi(N') & Ht(Xi) S Hi(Xi KJ Xi)       for i * k, and

Hk(N')£¿Hk(N)/Ktig*.

Secondly, let us cover each sphere S* by a (¿ + l)-cell. Then the

handle body together with these cells, that is, A2Ucells, is a con-
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tractible piece. From the sequence

• • • -♦Fi(lfí)-»flrJ(^/UX1L.cells)-»£ri(iV/UJríUcells, M2)->

we have Hj(Mi)^Hj(N,KJXiKJceüs)  (isomorphic) and

Hj(N', \JX2\J cells, M2) = 0.

To simplify the notation we denote A^Wcells by H+. Now it is easy

to see that (N'VJH+, M2) and (N', M2#2) are homotopically equiva-

lent to (tf'/S, M2#2/2). Therefore,

H*(N', M2 # 2) = #*(A'/2, M2 # 2/2),

0 = #*(A' U ff+, M2) = H*(N'/2, M2 # 2/2)

H*(A', M2 # 2) = 0,

so that ff*(M2 # 2)a£ff*(iV).
By a theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead [lO], M2 # 2 is a deformation

retract of N'. Similarly Mi is a deformation retract on N'. Hence Mi

and M2 #2 are ft-cobordant. The /z-cobordism theorem of Smale [8]

implies that they are diffeomorphic.
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